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1. The Institute has been created as an international centre for the

study and teaching of African problems of economic development and

It is to have a true university atmosphere ensuring the catholici-ty of

views, but the training provided at Dakar should differ from that given

at the African universities. The Dakar Institute has been established

for the principal-purpose of training the personnel responsible for. planning.,

and development in African administrations. Besides the nine-moirtt course

given at Dakar and specialized courses given in African countries, the

Institute will provide a suiimiej^8ohxioj__eoa^amdaxgrad^^te^---frora African

universities and an annual seminar for the teaching staff of African

universitieso It is further envisaged that the Institute should under

take research and provide consultative services to African States.

2. On.15 October 1963, there was a meeting in Dakar of the staff of the

.African Institute for Economic Development and Planning (IDEP) together

with some members of. the ECA secretariat, consultants from research and

teaching establishments and other institutions in France, Poland, United

States and the USSR, as well as observers from Senegal,.FAO and OAMCE.

3. The meeting discussed the courses to be organized by the Institute

and the launching of :the nine-months1 principal course at Dakar beginning

in November 19^63. With regard to the principal course, the following-

matters were discussed:
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The

The courses common to all students and the-specialia.ed_ooursea;

The place of the quantitative disciplines in the syllabus; .

The desirability of awarding a diploma or certificate at the end

of the course;

A revised syllabus.

4. The-thxe-e^me-thods of teaching-suggested by the secretariat were

■approved* lectures plus-discussions with the studejrts, seminars and

tutorials. It was decided that there should be one seminar each week

for all the students on a subject to be decided by the various members

of the teaching staff. The seminar would he prepared for by all students,

but one of them, or several, would be responsible for reading papers during.

the seminar. Furthermore, each student would have one compulsory tutorial

with his tutor, who would set him an essay,

5. " As the purpose of the Institute was primarily to train the various

^^ specialists within_±lia-J>e»tra^^

.and in the various govemmen"t^-dfirpa^tme-n-ts, it wad decided to give the

students the opportunity of specializing in one of four sections at the

Institutes study of comprehensive planning, human and social elements

of development^ trade and finance or natural resources, industry and

transport. There would "be lectures common to all four sections .

("compulsory") and lectures specific to each section.

6, The quantitative disciplines (mathematics, statistics, etc.) were

of special concern to the students in the "study of comprehensive planning"

section. For those,the ultimate aim was to acquire sufficient mastery

of planning techniques to be able to replace the technical assistance

experts in that field. But since mathematics constitutes a convenient

and concise language for expressing many economic theories, it was decided

to include in the syllabus common to all sections; a sufficient number of

hours of mathematics to familiarise all -tiie students with that language.

7. It was further agreed by the group that it would be desirable to

award some kind of diploma or certificate at the end of the training course.
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8. The meeting also approved the syllabus drawn .up. ifor the. course on

manpower and'educational planning in economic development, to be held in

-* Cairo for a period of twelve weeks commencing in February 1964. , The

arrangements made with the Tunisian Government were approved.for the

organization of (a) a course on planning techniques, from 15 February 1964

to 15 April 1964 at Tunis, intended for officials concerned with planning

activities and (h) a course for officials in the regions.

f. . Particular stress has been laid on the fundamental and essential

■ importance of research for the Institute. This is one of the privileged !

fields in which the Institute can make an original contribution to Africa

and at the same time make itself-taown throughout the world, increase its
impact and ensure its expansion

... 10, The aim of research should primarily be to study African. development

problems for the purpose of finding original and specifically African

solutions which might serve as ^ basis for an African doctrine of development.

This research should in the main deal with African development problems in a

very specific way so thai immediate use can be made of it. The following .....

are some of the research topics already proposed for the Institute's attention:

Study of the problem of the es iblishment"of an inter-African market.

Study of the conditions and prerequisites for the extension of economic

and technical co-operation among the African countries, including :

reciprocal aid and the establishment of regional common industries by the

joint efforts of severs1.1 countries,,

Study of the conditions for the extension or creation of a joint African

. , agency dealing with relations with the world market for the purpose of

marketing African commodities profitably,

: , Study of the conditions for African economic unity.

Study of the conditions for the accumulation of capital and methods of
financmg economic development in .Africa, '

Study and synthesis of land reform in Africa.
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The economic r6le of agriculture in development in general and

particularly in Africa.

The functioning of the African economies, their common features and

the evolution of their structures, etc. 1

11. Stress has been laid on the primary necessity, before any research is

undertaken, of drawing up an inventory of everything that exists in the way

of documentary material on economic development in Africa. All the avail-able

documentation in English and French and all the sets of periodicals dealing

with economic and social development matters in Africa are to be collected

at the Institute, in the hope that very shortly the Institute may become

one of the few organizations where all the scientific material bearing On

the economic and social development of Africa may be found. This documentation

should:primarily include all documents emanating from African countries such

as national plans, etc. One of the essential features of the organization of

this research would be that there ought to exist between it and the teaching

a permanent and reciprocal link, so that the teaching results in research

and the research leads to the teaching,

12. Negotiations are going ahead for the setting up of seminars and summer

schools, which will be held after the regular nine-month course at the

Institute in Dakar (document E/C*T014/258). They will be for students or

civil servants on the lines of the summer schools already organized by the

ECA at Addis Ababa, These summer schools offer the advantage of bringing

together students- of the sams discipline coming from several different

universities and also serve to compare the standard reached in the same

discipline by students from different universities. It is apparent that the

standard of studies vary a great deal from one university to another for

equivalent university degrees and furthermore the average standard is on the

whole relatively low. This is the reason for advocating seminars not for the

students, but for the teachers of those students, so as to bring about a

confrontation and perhaps a harmonization both of teaching standards and

methods.
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13. The Institute at Dakar opened, its doors ..to studentSL on;.T November 1963

with a pre-sessional- audio-visual-language instruction- course and the

principal course commenced on 2 .^December 1963,. with, thirty-four students

attending - nineteen 'being French-speaking from Gameroun-> Congo (Lebpoldville),

Gabon, Guinea, Ivory Coast, Madagascar, Mali, Senegal, Tunisia, and Upper

Volta, ^d fifteen English-speaking from Ethiopia, Ghana, Liberia, Libya,

Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Sudan, the UAH, Uganda; thirty-one of these students

were Waited NationsfellowsHip'hoiders.All lecttires are "simultaneously

interpreted by means *>f special'electronic equipment.:' All 'lectures are

given in both languages.: Studentsi attend substantive lectures in their own

language. They :also ,attend,.language .instructi-on^cours^s in the.-parallel

language. They have to translate lecture notes .prepared by lecturers in

the parallel language for every course in every week..,. faring the first term

separate English-speaking and French-speaking seminars wi{l be held. From

the second term onwards all seminars will l^e bilingual,/^ This is the degree

of bi-lingualism adopted for the current teaching year 1963-1964. Half

the lectures and examinations will be in English 'and"the other naif in

French. ■ ; ■ ■ ; : :-■■'■,'-

14. The summary1 of the staff -position at the Institute asof Ostober 1963

was - economists (2), econometricians, ■statisticians, "m&ihc^L'Kc\i3 (5;, land

planned, town' and couhtry planher (1), agriculturist (1), 'sociologists (2),

educationalists (3). The full complement of staff envisaged is seventeen,

of which nine wouid be French-speaking and eight English-speakingl

15- The-pre-institute-aijtivities have been financed out of United Nations

Technical. Assistance., funds. :: For..the next few years, -the. life of, the Institute

will require, the, suppoxti: of, the United. Nations Special Fundr but to date 17

African States have signed a pledge of commitment ofrcounterpart funds to the

Institute and two'African States have already.paid, their initial contribution.

Several non-African countries such as France,,, Poland,,,the United Kingdom, the

United States of America and the USSR have expressed an 'interest in the

work of the Institute and indicated their desire to offer assistance in

various forms.
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16. In conclusion, it may be stated that the distinctive features pf the

Institute for Economic Development and Planning distinguishing it from

similar institutions and social sciences departments of universities in *

all parts of Africa have been established as follows:

(a) The Institute will be purposely bi-lingual; it will- be -the aim

of the staff to achieve true bi-lingualism in a short time.'

(b) The Institute will strive to create a common outlook among its

students in the interest of promoting and accelerating the

economic, social and cultural development of all Africa.

(c) The Institute will be international, but African-oriented. ;

(d) Research will be undertaken in all parts of Africa, emphasis

being laid on an even distribution of such work as far as possible,

and up-to-date- documentary material for the courses will be

colleoted from all areas,

(e) The Institute will be assisted by the Unted Nations and.its ;

specialized agencies.

(f) The Institute will undertake training in comprehensive development

planning from the point of view of all Bocial sciences and

auxiliary sciences (technology, mathematics, statistics and social

health).

(g) Liaison and co-operation with the social sciences faculties and

departments of all African universities will be sought.

(h) In content and method of work the Institute will attempt to work

at the post graduate level in comprehensive economic development,

(i) Close contact with all African government departments concerned

with planning will be maintained. Whenever possible, advisory

services of staff will be made available to these governments

on request.


